Temporal pattern sensitivity of long-term potentiation in hippocampal CA1 neurons.
High-frequency electrical stimulation in the hippocampus leads to an increase in synaptic efficacy that lasts for many hours. This long-term potentiation (LTP) of synaptic transmission is presumed to play a crucial role in learning and memory in the brain. However, the frequency of stimulation generally used to obtain LTP is beyond the normal physiological range of activity of hippocampal neurons. We found that LTP can be induced by an electrical stimulation whose frequency is comparable to that of the naturally occurring firing activity of hippocampal neurons if the stimulating pulse-interval train has a special time structure. In the present experiment, we compared the magnitude of LTP induced by the four types of stimuli which have the same pulse number and the same mean frequency but different time structure in interstimulus intervals. One type of stimuli has regular intervals, and this served as a control stimulus. In the other three types of stimuli, the adjacent interstimulus interval had the following statistical properties: in type 1, their correlations are positive; in type 2, negative; and in type 3, independent. The magnitude of LTP induced by these four types of stimuli showed clear order relationships: type 3/type 1 >> control > type 2. Detailed analysis of the evoked potential during a period of temporal pattern stimulation revealed that the amplitude of the population spikes of repetitive firing, especially of the second and third population spikes, had the same order relationship as the LTP.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)